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Motivation

Over the past 70 years, nuclear and atomic physics experiments have
provided a vast quantity of experimental data. As a result, extraction
of this data can be cumbersome and difficult. Although the compi-
lation, evaluation, and digitization of this data over the past several
decades has dramatically changed this process, systematic study of
nuclear data can still be time consuming. Furthermore, work towards
understanding the detailed interactions between the atomic nucleus
and its constituent electrons require the combination of several sets of
evaluated data. To aide in this, a python-based data extraction tool is
currently under development at the Colorado School of Mines to pro-
vide the first steps towards performing large-scale predictions of decay
modes under extreme conditions using all known experimental data.

Approach

I Atomic mass, excited nuclear structure, and ionization energy
data read from AMDC, ENSDF, and NIST data files

I Python used to extract information, along with uncertainty
I Functions combine data in different ways and plot accordingly
I User search function designed around common information

I Select elements, mass number, nuclear spin, excitation energy
bound, beta decay type, and ambient background temperature

I Controlled using interactive graphical user interfaces
I Limited set of options for each GUI to narrow search for

pertinent information
I Uncertainty is appropriately propagated

Databases Used

I Ground state atomic mass
I Nuclear binding energy

I ENSDF
I Energy levels
I Spin
I Half life

I NuDat
I EC/β+ to β− ratios
I Decay ft values
I Branching ratios

I Ionization energy of each electron
I Allow for partial ionization energy

Graphical User Interface

I Program selection GUI upon starting the program
I Three buttons, each opens a separate window for user input
I Asks the user for a different set of inputs, and plots accordingly
I Most recent plot appears in the window of the program

I Bottom pane above is replaced with panes below for other
programs

Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data Files

I ENSDF nuclear chart (shown above) pulls excited state data [1]

I Figures of both excited state (above, left) and decay radiation
(above, right) are available

I Excited state decay can be extrapolated from data
I Currently working on extracting all detailed beta decay

information

Program 1 - Evaluated Nuclear Structure

I Plots excited state nuclear structure data
I Various user inputs and default options
I Line thickness is uncertainty
I Able to plot multiple isotopes simultaneously

I Inputs
I All isotopes of Cd
I 2+ spin states
I Up to 2 MeV

I Inputs
I All isotopes of Pb
I 2+ spin states
I Up to 2 MeV

Program 3 - Atomic Mass and Mass Parabola

I Combines nuclear state data with atomic mass
I Plots spin state for the ground state of each isotope
I Can input a temperature for ionization purposes

Program 2 - Environmental Decay Rate Changes

I Calls input element β decay information
I Renormalized plot to the ground state of the daughter
I Filters data for energetically allowed decay states
I Radiocarbon dating decay of 14C to 14N used to check program

(below)

I Inputs
I Isotope 14C
I Energy 8 MeV
I Temperature 0K

I Correctly calculates the
decay Q-value of 156
keV

I Allows for ionization by changing background temperature
I Allows for study of extreme astrophysical environments

I Case of bound state β− decay shown below [2]

I β− 187Re0+ to 187Os1+

plotted with β−b
187Re75+ to 187Os75+

I Half life change of 9
orders of magnitude

I Level schemes from published article reproduced below

I Subscript built to use program to flag cases where ionization
caused neighbouring ground states to switch relative positions.

I Raised flag for 163Dy and 163Ho at 141 GK (below)
I The result has also been observed experimentally, and is

published in Ref.[3]

Next Steps for the Program

I Include detailed decay data from NuDat
I Branching ratios
I EC/β+ and β− decay fractions
I ft values and partial half lives

I Calculate changes in stability as EC decay is frozen
I Account for newly inaccessible states
I Filter for energetically accessible states

Future Work

I Calculate changes in stability as a function of ionization
I Allow for partial ionization
I Requires EC probability for each electron
I Account for newly accessible and inaccessible states

I Study decay from excited nuclear states
I Relatively high excitation energies
I Likely completely or near-completely ionized
I EC decay typically completely frozen
I Maxwell distribution of excited states
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